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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 & 64bit)

Processor: 1.5Ghz or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible, ATI, Nvidia or Intel HD

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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+Fun concept
+Well made

-Abandoned

0\/5

If they would have stuck with it this would have been a great product, but they didn't, it'll never be complete, and it's still
scamming people on the store. I Cannot recommend a game that'll never be released, this isn't a full game, and it never will be.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. Solid fighter, very nice graphics.

I want them to release the training mode so that I can get to grips with the awesome fighting mechanics.

Loading time is abit long at the start and no 2player versus atm.. I think it takes a certain person to like this game. It's a game
that takes you back to when flash games were all the rage, so you have to enjoy the style.

You also need to like difficult games (note: i don't feel this is a punishing game). If you die, you have to restart the whole
mission over. But the key for me was that I learned from my mistake when dying. I always felt like I could get a little further
next time, maybe search for a flank route to get behind a group of enemies. There's not a lot of strategy to the game, but I like
the simplicity of it!

Also, turning off the safety and the manual reloading is kinda fun!

I'd recommend this game because it is fun for a little while and seriously, for $2 I think it's worth it!. My name is lodownbro and
i love uno. King's Quest VI ... Still as fun as it was 22 years ago. A must-have adventure game!!

10/10. For me it's too hard, almost unplayable. And there are some glitches - your robot may stuck in certain places without
dying and opportunuty to get out by itself. Good and fancy picture, but trees and other jungle plants cyclically change their sizes,
and the effect is like you are in the begining of some serious hallucinations. :)
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If you don't know how to enjoy this game, try the following steps:
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1. Load the default planning file and watch it as a spectator.
2. Try to modify it and see how it goes. Join in the AI team and see how much you suck.
3. Make a plan by yourself. Good Go Codes are the key for winning.
4. Try to win only by AI with your plan.
5. Then, join in the AI team and try to contribute them. But you will realise you suck most among them.
6. Try to win and feel that you are also useful.. Kvests, vienk\u0101r\u0161i kvests.. Solid unit! Add's to the dream of the
Sharpe army of musket weilding mercs!
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This is a little bit of a mixed review as there is a lot to love about the game and a few things that could have been implimented
better. First up the story is a little confusing in places and the save system could have been better. Gameplay I finished in about
15 hours so for me is somewhat disappointing as I wanted it to go on. There isnt also much depth to the game sadly either. On
the big plus side the story is where the game shines and the characters are really well done and feel like you can connect to them.
I often found myself laughing or smiling at things and the game really does well at drawing you into the characters. I do wish
there had been more choices though and too few oppertunities to influence that. The controls are easy and simple to use
although I do wish for an ingame pause and the lack of options like sound or screen res isnt a big issue but should have been
implimented.

Like I said a mixed review but on sale def get it. I only wish it had been longer and hope for a sequel but sadly I cant see that
happening.. Rip off, devs completely abandoned this game, what a cash grab.. Unique, intense and satisfying. I find that it's best
enjoyed in short sessions. It looks good and runs really well, and I've not experienced any bugs or crashes. If you enjoy using
sniper rifles in first-person shooters, and are open to a different kind of experience, I would definitely recommend this game..
AWESOME!

I was looking forward to this one, as I love old school adventure games - and this one was super special and well worth it in
every way!

It has a slight feel of the old kings-quest series initially but quickly turns into something else entirely - the puzzles were not too
difficult nor too easy, with just enough to challenge and keep the pace fast with a load of humor thrown in.

The interface was easy and intuitive it doesn't slow you down or frustrate you.

LOVED IT! Would love to see more Nathan!. Hi, its me sans undertale.. Seemed a little too bland. You can choose from 3
different shot types ingame(all 3 are the same weapon types from the raiden games). All in all, nothing too impressive also not
too difficult either.. A wonderful educational experience with a 100% guarantee of 'hnnnggggghhh'

The writing of the characters is well done and the mix between Japanese events, traditions and holidays, along with how the
characters go about explaining\/celebrating them was handled quite well. The romance elements were nice and subtle to where it
didn't feel like some over dramatized fantasy world and more like a natural group of friends. Although I must agree with some of
the other reviews, your character, Brian, does go a bit overboard from time to time; I've found myself on more than a few
occasions going 'Come on man, get it together!'

All said, this has a strong recommendation from me if you need something to casually pass time and want to learn some new things
about Japan!
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